With the fantastic spurt of science and modern technology throughout the world, employing statistical techniques as the guidance of investment has become a new trend in finance field. R software is providing us a scientific platform for effective investment. Using R software as a basic tool, this paper discusses in detail about the normality hypothesis of yields rate which plays a significant role in the portfolio selection theory by Harry Markowitz. and arrive at the conclusion that the exponential smoothing is superior to the expectancy method.
Introduction
Harry Markowitz won the Nobel Prize in economics in 1990. His pioneering research of modern financial economics provides the theoretical basis for investors and scholars to measure the risks and benefits of different financial investments. His analysis on portfolio selection helps investors to select the most favorable combination and make the investment the highest paid but with the smallest risk [1] . The basic hypothesis of this theory is that the yields rates of securities or portfolios are indicated by the anticipated yields rate, and the risk is 
Theoretical Basis

The Markowitz Investment Portfolio
Selection Model [2] Suppose is the yields rate of security , and is a random variable. Let = be the anticipated yields rate of security . Let be the covariance of and ( is the variance of ). Let ( ≥ 0) be the investment ratio in security . Then the yields rate of the investment portfolio, which is a random variable, can be expressed as ∑ =1 . Let = ∑ =1 be the anticipated yields rate. Let = ∑ ∑ =1 =1 be the variance of the yields rate. Then the Markowitz investment portfolio selection model can be expressed as
This paper mainly analyzes one of the important hypotheses on which the portfolio model is based, that is, the securitie's investment yields rate which can be regarded as a random variable obeys the normal distribution, and its properties are indicated by the mean and the variance [3] .
Basic Knowledge on Descriptive Analysis of Statistical Data
Descriptive statistics is the analysis of data distribution through drawing charts, compiling statistics, and calculating statistics etc.. It is a basic step in data analysis, which is also the foundation of statistical inference [4] .
Descriptive Statistics
The mean, median, mode, percentiles can be used to describe the central tendency of the quantitative data; the variance, standard deviation, range, quartile range, variation coefficient, and standard error can be used to indicate the degree of data dispersion; the skewness coefficient and the kurtosis coefficient can be used to measure the shape of the distribution [5] .
① Calculating various descriptive statistics: data_outline(). ② Five number summary: fivenum(x, na.rm = TRUE). [5] ① The R software provides us with many functions, which can help us calculate the distribution function, the distribution law, the probability density function, and the inverse function of the distribution function of some typical distributions, e.g., the normal distribution, the Poisson distribution, etc.. ② Relevant functions about the test of normal distribution in R software:
Data Distributions
Curve of kernel density estimation: density(x);
Curve of empirical distribution function: ecdf(x);
QQ chart: qqnorm(x); qqline(x). [5] ① W normality test: shapiro.test(x).
Normality Test Functions
② Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the empirical distribution of a single population: ks.test(x).
Predictions of Yields Rates
Expectancy Method
Using expectancy method to obtain the predicted yields rate is to calculate the mean of the yields rates in recent weeks, and then let the mean to be the predicted yields rate in week + 1 , namely 1 1 1 .
This method has been used repeatedly by
Markowitz and his followers [3] . The advantages of this method are simple and practicable.
Exponential Smoothing
Exponential smoothing (ES) is put forward by Robert G. Brown. He thought the trend of time series is stable and regular, so time series can be reasonably postponed along with its trend. He believes that the most recent past situation, to a certain extent, will continue into the future, so he put greater weight on the data that is nearer to the target time. This method is used frequently in prediction and in the field of economic development and production [1] .
Using exponential smoothing to predict the anticipated yields rate is mainly through calculating the weighted average. According to the continuity of securities investment and its yields, the closer the predicted time to the target time, the closer relationship between the predicted value and the actual value of yields rate. Therefore, when manipulating the known data, we can give different weight to the actual yields rate in different period, with the result that the closer the predicted time to the target time, the greater weight to corresponding rate of yields, that is to say, it has greater influence on the predicted rate of yields. The basic mathematical model is as shown below 11 (1 ) ,
where is the smoothing value of time ; As to , we find through observation and analysis that it has a property of information tracing by period, thus making it possible to search for the origin up to 1 , which can easily find all data. Therefore, the simple formula could be obtained
During the process of prediction, the coefficient Then we draw a QQ chart through R software so that we can discern whether the distribution of our sample is from normal. See 
Predictions of Yields Rate
Expectancy Method
The R codes and the output result of using the expectancy method to calculate and predict the yields rate are as follows:
> mean(y)
[1] 0.0002191542
So the predicted yields rate through the expectancy method is
Exponential Smoothing
Suppose the yields rates of a security in the last 
Analysis of Forecasting Results
Use the opening price and the closing price of The comparisons of the actual yields rate and the predicted yields rates through two methods are shown in Table 1 . In the table, p1 is the actual yields rate; _ is the predicted yields Sample Quantiles rate through the exponential smoothing; _ is the predicted yields rate through the expectancy method. We see from Figure 5 that the predicted yields rate through the expectancy method remains close at 0, which is quite far from the actual yields rate and do not reflect the variation trend of the actual yields rate. So the expectancy method is just a rough method of estimation and its sensitivity to the change of yields rate is almost 0, besides, the expectancy method can not reflect the future yields rate of securities which are at the rising or falling stage. In view of this, the expectancy method is impractical.
While the exponential smoothing considers the influences on yields rate from different time to the predicted time and the influences are given different weights. In the long run, the predicted value through the exponential smoothing will get increasingly closer to the actual value. Therefore, the exponential smoothing is more practical and accurate. To conclude, the exponential smoothing is obviously superior to the expectancy method. 
